Physiological Impacts of Fruit Ripening and Storage Conditions on Aroma Volatile Formation in Apple and Strawberry Fruit: A Review
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Abstract. After a brief description of the “history of research” of aroma volatiles of apple and strawberry fruit, possible reasons for the reduced production of these important quality attributes by particular pre- and postharvest procedures are given. Among the possible physiological factors in association with reduced aroma volatile production, a reduced ethylene sensitivity, a decline in the rate of respiration as well as the content of adenine nucleotides and limited free fatty acids as precursors for aroma volatiles biosynthesis are proposed. A hypothesis about how this sequence of events leads to reduced volatile production is given and finally some suggestions of how to improve volatile synthesis are discussed.

Aroma volatiles are an important attribute of flavor in almost all tree fruit. Their significance was recognized by fruit physiologists quite early (Power and Chestnut, 1920), but wholesale and retail personal and even horticulturists have only recently discovered volatiles and aroma as important quality indices to satisfy consumers’ demands and/or promote sales. As a result, more pressure is now put on fruit producers and suppliers to improve aroma volatile production in fresh-market as well as stored fruit. As mentioned, it was the physiologists and biochemists who first became interested in aroma volatiles, but they were more concerned about the composition and chemical structure of these compounds rather than their impact on fruit flavor and perception by the consumer. Despite the early work in the 1920s, significant progress was only made after the invention of gas chromatography (GC) in the second half of the last century. It was the more physiologically oriented working groups such as Drawert’s in Germany (Drawert, 1975; Drawert et al., 1968) and Paillard’s in France (Paillard, 1979) who achieved real progress concerning the chemical composition and the biosynthetic pathways of aroma volatiles. Since then, it has been established that the metabolism of fatty acids and branched amino acids may serve as precursors for the biosynthesis of aroma volatiles in fruit (Fellman et al., 2000). With the help of GC and combined GC/mass spectroscopy, the list of identified aroma volatile compounds grew rapidly to several hundred. Furthermore, the establishment of “olfactory thresholds” provided the opportunity to categorize these compounds according to their organoleptical importance. This reduced the number of compounds that were considered important organoleptically, but it raised the demands for high-resolution and sensitive instrumentation because the olfactory thresholds and production rates of some of these compounds appeared to be very low. For apples, more than 300 volatile compounds have been identified, but only 30–40 compounds are considered as flavor impact compounds (Cunningham et al., 1986). Fortunately, at least with apples, the impact of various pre- and postharvest treatments on the production rates of most of these volatile compounds is affected to a similar degree, and this allows judgments to be made without analyzing precisely each single small peak. This chemical behavior suggests that many volatile compounds are derived from similar biochemical pathways. There are exceptions to this general behavior, e.g., Brackmann et al. (1993) showed that branched and unbranched ester production in ultralow oxygen (ULO) stored apple were differentially affected by different CO2 partial pressures in the storage atmosphere. Provided with this knowledge and experimental methodologies, it was then possible to investigate further the effects of production, storage, and handling procedures on volatile aroma production in various fruit.

Volatile Production Impairment by Ripening Inhibition and Storage Handlings

Apple. Patterson et al. (1974) were among the first investigators to use the mentioned sophisticated GC methods to determine the negative influence of controlled atmosphere (CA) storage on aroma volatile production. They realized that volatile aroma production recovered nicely after regular air (RA) storage but was considerably repressed after “prolonged” CA storage, although fruit firmness was preserved much better compared with fruit stored in RA. At that time, it was known that CA reduced not only aroma volatile production, but also poststorage ripening and it was speculated by Anderson and Penney (1973) and Hatfield and Patterson (1975) that reduced respiration might be one reason for the depressed volatile production. In more detailed studies conducted by Bangerth and Streif (1987), Shatat et al. (1978), and Streif and Bangerth (1988), apples were held either in low-pressure storage (LPS), or CA with O2 partial pressures ranging from 1 to 21 kPa in combination with 0.8 to 9 kPa CO2 and different ethylene concentrations. These experiments showed a progressive decrease in respiration when CA conditions became more efficient in maintaining firmness and skin color and had a greater effect on reducing volatile formation than on other quality attributes. In addition, it became evident that the depression in respiration and volatile production after prolonged storage could not be overcome by addition of ethylene either applied directly into the storage container or by ethylene treatment during shelf life (Bangerth et al., 1998; Brackmann et al., 1993, 1995; Shatat et al., 1978). The most severe reduction in volatile production was observed with LPS at a partial O2 pressure of 1.4 kPa, which almost completely eliminated volatile emanation during as well as after LPS, whereas other quality parameters were maintained (Fig. 1; Bangerth, 1984). However, most surprisingly when aminoethoxyvinyl-glycine (AVG), an efficient inhibitor of ethylene biosynthesis, was sprayed two to three times preharvest, a similar effect in depressing volatile synthesis was observed, although these fruit were stored at ambient oxygen conditions (Bangerth et al., 1998; Halder-Doll and Bangerth, 1987). Thus, low oxygen could not be the only factor repressing volatiles during storage. These early investigations into the effect of AVG were, to our knowledge, the first demonstration of a close correlation between fatty acid (FA) concentration of fruit and volatile production measured simultaneously in these fruit (Halder-Doll and
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Bangerth, 1987). There was now good evidence that long term CA and LPS storage as well as AVG treatments all repressed respiration, and research suggested that reduced volatile production may be related to a decrease in FA concentration in the fruit.

Not only postharvest but also preharvest treatments can have significant impacts on aroma formation in fresh-marketed as well as in stored fruit. Song and Bangerth (1996) showed the earlier apples are harvested, the poorer their ability to produce volatiles and again this was coupled with lower respiration and depressed FA concentrations compared with later harvested fruit (Song and Bangerth, 2003). This effect of fruit ripening on volatile production seems to be related to ethylene sensitivity because their treatment with high concentrations of ethylene stimulates fruit respiration and FA and volatile production, although to different degrees and therefore deviates in some respects from long-term stored fruit where the addition of ethylene has little to no effect (Song, 1994; Fig. 2). Fruit tend to be harvested early (i.e., pre-climacteric) for better marketing and storage behavior. However, the optimal storage behavior of pre-climacteric harvested fruit does not apply to aroma production. As shown by Brackmann et al. (1993), the better firmness, sugar:acid ratio, background color, shelf life, etc., is at the expense of volatile aroma production, which is considerably reduced with early-harvested fruit. These residual effects of premature or early harvested fruit on volatiles are still evident even after 9 or more months of ULO storage (Brackmann et al., 1993; Fellman et al., 2003). Furthermore, depending on the gas composition of the CA storage, either branched-chain (at high CO2) or straight-chain (at low O2) aroma compounds are more reduced.

As discussed, preharvest as well as postharvest factors and procedures can reduce aroma volatiles with a similar reduction in consumer perception (Hoehn et al., 2008). The following discussion emphasizes postharvest behavior of aroma volatiles. We followed the volatile production of apples during and after storage under LPS or ULO or treatment with AVG- and 1-methylcyclopropene (1-MCP). All of these treatments reduced volatile production, particularly after an extended storage period. Full or partial recovery is possible during shelf life after ~4 to 5 months of storage; however, thereafter, this is increasingly difficult to achieve. As mentioned, low O2 cannot be the main or exclusive factor influencing volatile biosynthesis, because extensive treatments with AVG or 1-MCP followed by RA storage (Halder-Doll and Bangerth, 1987; Fig. 9) have similar inhibitive effects. The alternative possibility that volatile deficiency is in some way related at least in a climacteric fruit like apple to the physiology and particularly the sensitivity of the fruit to ethylene seems to be reasonable. This conclusion was based on the fact that when high ethylene concentrations were added to apples in an LPS storage container, a declining response of the fruit to ethylene measured in terms of firmness loss or increase in respiration and volatile production was observed (Bangerth, 1984; Bangerth et al., 1998). A decline in sensitivity to exogenous ethylene was also observed by Cook et al. (1985) who discovered this effect after treating carnation petals with AVG. Alternatively, investigations into substrate availability, O2 concentration, temperature, and a few other possibilities were also performed with apple fruit but no conclusive evidence could be found that these factors by themselves played a decisive role in ethylene sensitivity or volatile production.
In apple, the predominate respiratory substrate is malic acid, which is oxidized by malic enzyme to pyruvate (Dilley, 1970). In comparison with the glycolytic pathway with its gain of two adenine-5'-diphosphate (ATP) per molecule of glucose before entering the tricarboxylic acid cycle, the malic acid pathway does not produce any ATP but supplies reduced Nicotinamid adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH). If glucose is totally oxidized, it can theoretically yield 38 ATPs. Judged from the increase in malic enzyme activity during the respiratory climactic of apple and an expected corresponding decrease in glycolysis, a deficiency in ATP is conceivable, in particular under conditions of extended storage or 1-MCP treatment with their strong depressing effect on respiration (Figs. 2, 7, and 8). Unfortunately, direct feeding of ATP to fruit tissue, as has been done with FA precursors previously (Harb et al., 2000), is not feasible because ATP seems unable to cross the plasma membrane. Therefore, a direct test of an ATP deficiency theory is presently not available.

Comparison of Aroma Volatile Production by Apple and Strawberry

Studies of respiration rates, adenine and pyridine nucleotides, FAs, and volatile production in “non-climacteric strawberries” were performed and compared with previously obtained data from climacteric apple. Results of strawberry are similar to those of apple in some areas but are different in others. First of all, the respiration and ethylene production of strawberries neither confirm the classical picture of a non-climacteric fruit such as Citrus nor correspond with a climacteric fruit. Respiration in strawberry as well as ethylene production increases markedly during the course of ripening as well as during storage at ambient temperatures (Song, 1994; Tan, 1999) (Fig. 3), which suggests a more intermediate position for strawberry as also mentioned by Trainotti et al. (2005). These last authors also discuss the participation of different ethylene receptors in this context. However, whereas total ethylene production is considerably lower, respiration can be twice as high as in apple. Despite this high respiration, total volatile production in strawberry is comparable to that of apple during the postharvest period (Song, 1994). Similar to apple, strawberry shows considerably lower volatile production when immature as compared with fully ripe fruit (Fig. 4) and reduced volatile emission after prolonged storage (Tan, 1999) (last aspect not shown).

In contrast to the mentioned similarities, considerable differences between apple and strawberry are found with the concentrations of FAs and the aforementioned nucleotides. Whereas the concentration of the supposedly most important two free FA fractions in apple (C_{16,0} to C_{18,2}) is slightly increasing, this does not seem to be the case for all strawberry cultivars (Fig. 5) (Song, 1994; Tan, 1999). The level of free FAs, which showed the best correlation to aroma production in apples (Song and Bangert, 2003), remained high during ripening. In contrast in strawberry, the concentration of both total and free FAs are considerably lower than in apple (note differences in graduation of scale and reference basis). The latter one for apple was per square centimeter peel and for strawberry per 1 kg fruit flesh and only total FAs are increasing during ripening (Fig. 5). Provided these low free FA concentrations are an indicator of reduced production of ester type volatiles as suggested for apple by Song and Bangert (2003), this should be more valid for strawberry with its exceptionally low concentrations of this free FA fraction. Consequently, treatment of strawberries with FA precursors should increase ester volatile production markedly. This was in fact the case when “white mature” but not always “fully ripe” fruit were treated with 3 FA metabolites viz. butanal, hexanal, and heptanal (Fig. 6). FAs themselves are not useful to be fed as precursors because at higher concentration, they disturb cell membrane function and at lower concentration, they are not taken up readily. Aldehydes as natural FA metabolites (Drawert, 1975) are therefore more suitable to be applied as aroma precursors.
This experiment illustrates that in strawberry similar to apple, the lack of FA as precursors for volatile production is a serious limiting factor, whereas the enzymatic machinery, needed for ester formation, seems much less restricted. However, the activity of the enzymes alcohol dehydrogenase and alcohol-acetyl CoA transferase have also been proposed as an additional limiting factor for volatile production in strawberries (Ke et al., 1994; Perez et al., 1993). As shown, many similarities exist between climacteric apples and “non-climacteric” strawberries as far as volatile production and related precursors are concerned. Low volatile production in apple as a result of an immature harvest or prolonged storage conditions was traced back by Saquet et al. (2003) and Tan and Bangerth (2001) to impaired adenine and less so to pyridine nucleotide levels, which may limit de novo synthesis of free FA. For this reason, the same nucleotides were analyzed in strawberry. As shown in Figures 7 and 8, the level of ATP and adenosine diphosphate (ADP) considerably deviates from those in apple. ATP, one of the presumed limiting factors for volatile synthesis in apple under the mentioned conditions, changes comparatively little in strawberries during ripening as well as during storage at 25 or 8 °C (results for storage not shown). In addition, these ATP concentrations were many times higher compared with those measured in apple peel and pulp. Concentration differences between apple and strawberry in pyridine nucleotides were smaller (approximately threefold higher in strawberries) and again changed little during ripening and storage (results not shown). Because the ratio of ATP/ADP increased only slightly (from \( \frac{5.5}{6.5} \)) during ripening as well as during storage, it seems that the high concentrations of ATP are a result of either the considerably higher respiration and/or the preferred glycolytic instead of “malic enzyme” pathway in strawberry. Considering the much higher levels of these nucleotides in strawberries and the stable ATP/ADP ratio, it is difficult to assume a limiting function for these compounds in FA as well as volatile biosynthesis in these fruit. In fact, the high adenyl nucleotide level in strawberry suggests a different regulation of volatile production with, presumably, a greater importance of NAD/NADPH. In addition, key enzymes like alcohol dehydrogenase and alcohol acyltransferase (AAT) may have a more significant function in strawberry than in apple (Aharoni et al., 2000; Defilippi et al., 2005; Ke et al., 1994; Perez et al., 1993). Although Fellman et al. (1993) detected a decline in alcohol acyltransferase (AAT) in CA-stored ‘Rome’ apples, neither NAD/ NADPH nor AAT are considered as limiting factors in apple (Echeverria et al., 2004; Escalada and Archbold, 2009; Lara et al., 2008). These results were also deduced indirectly by all our feeding experiments with FA precursors (results not shown). As a result of such differences in the regulation of volatile formation, different strategies may be needed when trying to improve
As indicated, the response of apple fruit to ethylene plays a paramount role in volatile production at harvest as well as during/after storage, which is particularly exemplified after AVG and/or 1-MCP treatments, but also after long-term ULO storage (Bangerth, 1984; Defilippi et al., 2005; Fan et al., 1998; Halder-Doll and Bangerth, 1987; Kondo et al., 2005; Streif and Bangerth, 1988; Xuan and Streif, 2005). These treatments gradually diminish ethylene responsiveness with the result of keeping volatile production at a very low level. Currently, there are few ideas about how to overcome this deficiency in apple fruit quality. Surprisingly, however, modifications of the traditional CA/ULO storage procedures seem to provide some perspective. “Dynamic CA storage” (this term is now used in a different sense and “interrupted CA” is used instead subsequently) as suggested by Mattheis et al. (1998) or ULO storage after a 20-d period of RA storage (delayed ULO storage) as described by Saquet et al. (2003) both improved volatile production even after many months of CA storage. Delayed ULO showed improved volatile production concurrently with increases in respiration, ATP, and FA concentrations and thus strengthens the suggestion about such a sequence of events for apple. In addition, this increase in volatile production did not impair other quality attributes such as sugar:acidity ratio, skin color, firmness, or physiological disorders. Despite this, however, presently it is not known by which physiological mechanism(s) interrupted/delayed ULO is able to preserve ethylene perception/action and volatile production even after many months after ULO storage. Using apples expressing the antisense suppression ACO (1-Aminocyclopropane-carboxylase oxidase) gene, it was revealed that the ethylene-mediated ripening process in apple is controlled at two levels, both through the dependence for ethylene and the sensitivity to ethylene. The volatile production is highly dependent on ethylene perception but less sensitive to a low concentration of ethylene (Johnston et al., 2009). Recently several genes in relation to ethylene perception and signal transduction have been found and characterized for several fruit such as tomato, melon, passion fruit, and apple (Dal Cin et al., 2006; Giovannoni, 2007; Wang et al., 2007). Wang et al. (2007) demonstrated that the two genes coding for ethylene response factors they discovered in apple (MdERF1 and MdERF2) are preferably (MdERF1) or exclusively (MdERF2) expressed in apple fruit and their transcription is developmentally (ripening) regulated and strongly inhibited by the application of 1-MCP. This demonstrates that transcription of these genes is regulated by ethylene making them particularly suitable for the mentioned investigations into ethylene responsiveness. More specific experiments on apple fruit ethylene receptor genes and transcription factors may be needed to answer the question whether there is loss of ethylene sensitivity after long-term permanent ULO storage and if yes, how to overcome the impaired ethylene insensitivity.

**Conclusion**

The mentioned publications and experiments demonstrate that particular storage procedures either prevent or reduce the ability of fruit to produce sufficient aroma volatiles. As a result, a negative residual effect of these storage procedures on volatile production was first found by Patterson et al. (1974) and by a number of additional researchers thereafter (see reviews by Dixon and Hewett, 2000; and Yahia, 1994). A plausible explanation for reduced volatile production and some other traits was later suggested (Bangerth, 1984) by implying a reduced sensitivity of the fruit for ethylene.
the first step in a cascade of events. More recent experiments using AVG and 1-MCP (Fig. 9) have resulted in more evidence for this hypothesis. Production of autocatalytic ethylene is a prerequisite for the general initiation of ripening including volatile production of climacteric fruit.

Initiation of autocatalytic ethylene, however, requires ethylene and at higher concentrations as more unripe the fruits are. This indicates that this step is also developmentally regulated (Choi et al., 1994), possibly by epigenetic factors. Immediate CA or ULO storage of pre-climacteric fruit may prevent “removal” of these epigenetic factors, which, as a result, may temporarily or permanently prevent autocatalytic ethylene and aroma volatile production.

Therefore, one could speculate that autocatalytic ethylene may operate as a switch to start developmental epigenetic processes causing histone modifications and/or DNA demethylation, which then may overcome the non-accessibility of relevant gene(s) responsible, e.g., for an increase in respiration followed by ATP production and the de novo synthesis of free FAs as the main precursors of most straight-chain aroma volatiles.

The two modifications in storage procedures described by Matthes et al. (1998) and Saquet et al. (2003) may be useful tools to test this ethylene insensitivity hypothesis. “Delayed CA” (Saquet et al., 2003) may overcome ethylene insensitivity by starting the developmental switch, mentioned previously, while the fruit are still under ambient atmospheric cool storage conditions before storage is switched to ULO conditions, which, when operated from the beginning, may prevent this switch. Thus, after ULO storage, fruit may still maintain the ability to produce volatiles after transfer to shelf life conditions. Provided this histone/DNA-ethylene “accessibility hypothesis” described is correct, it should be possible to be tested by molecular methods combined with labeled 1-MCP. If correct, delayed CA or dynamic interrupted CA could be even more optimized for improved volatile production using molecular methods.

Fig. 9. Effect of a 1-MCP treatment on volatile production of ‘Jonagold’ apple fruit at different ripening stages (Pick I 10 d; Pick II 10 d in advance of Pick III, which was at optimal harvest). 1-MCP treatment was with 625 ppb for 24 h and storage was at 1°C and RA = regular atmosphere; and 3 kPa CO2, 1 kPa O2 = CA storage. Collection and measurement of volatiles was after 10 d shelf life at 20°C (modified after Xuan and Streif, 2005). 1-MCP = 1-methylcyclopropene; CA = controlled atmosphere.
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